It was seen in a previous paper how the mass of a particle can be determined in terms of a mass field m(X). A dimensionless coupling A constant is introduced, the individual particle mass being ).m(X). Since the mass field can be explicitly calculated in terms of cosmic time T and L -3, the cosmic particle density, the numerical value of A can be determined by relating ).m(X) to empirically known particle masses. For the proton, ).2 ~ 5.10-38, which is of the same order as the inverse square root of the number of particles determining the present-day mass field.
INTRODUCTION
In the previous paper (I) we started with the Friedmann models expressed in Robertson-Walker space. Then because our gravitational theory is conformally invariant we transformed to Minkowski space. We were able to show that the resulting time behaviour of the masses was consistent with our equations provided the Universe is taken to consist of two halves T > 0, T < ° with opposite signs for the mass coupling. This has an effect analogous to the opposite signs of the charges of electrons and protons in electrodynamics. The equation for the mass was m(X) = L m(a)(X) = L f fA G(X, A) da, a a (I) with EA = + I for T A> 0, EA = -I for T A < o.
If instead of starting with the Friedmann models and proving their consistency with (I) we start with (I), can we find any new cosmological models with new astrophysical properties? This is the question we propose to examine in the present paper. The Friedmann models seem to us to be unsatisfactory for two reasons.
(a) They do not meet the perfect absorber requirement in electrodynamics.
(b) In spite of something like 30 years of investigations the link between cosmology and astrophysics is still vague. Attempts to understand the key problem of the origin of galaxies have not met with the success that would be expected from a correct cosmological theory.
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The steady state model has hitherto been the only cosmology to give an electrodynamic arrow of time in the observed sense-that of increasing T> o. It is well known (2, 3, 4) that to obtain the correct sense it is necessary for the future half of the light cone taken from any point X, TX> 0, to be completely self-absorbing. The free-free absorption coefficient per electron of momentum p in ionized hydrogen of density n atoms per unit volume, with Ii, c both unity, is (I) v being the electromagnetic frequency, me the electron mass and g a Gaunt factor. The frequency stays constant in the Minkowski frame, as does p. The Gaunt factor being dependent on v, p also stays constant.
To see that p can be considered constant for T large enough we can take the electron-proton gas along the future light cone to be no longer heated by radiation from galaxies-the galaxies eventually burn themselves out. At first sight we might expect that it would be electron energies that would then stay constant, but electrons with random motions are still subject to a mass gradient term in the equations of motion. These terms can be removed and the equations made geodesic by transforming to a frame in which the electron mass is constant. Let the conformal transformation function 0 be such that
In the cosmological problem-i.e. neglecting local irregularities-O is a function of T only. The metric becomes
With the equations of motion geodesic the random velocities of particles vary with time as 0-1 , But velocities, being dimensionless, are independent of the conformal frame, and therefore vary as 0-1 also in the Minkowski frame. By (2), it therefore follows that momentum is constant in the Minkowski frame. Hence for any finite electron-proton density the opacity along the future light cone is determined by the behaviour of at its upper limit. In the Einstein-de Sitter model me OC T2 and the opacity is finite, which confirms statement ( a) above.
To make (4) divergent at its upper limit we can formulate a new idea in the following general terms. So far as the macroscopic gravitational equations are concerned it is sufficient to consider the energy momentum tensor of a fluid instead of for a set of discrete particles. The critical term in the energy momentum tensor, T44, involves the mass density. From a macroscopic point of view, we can regard the mass density as being made up of a number density n( T) of particles each with mass proportional to T 2 /n(T). The variation of n with T does not affect the mass density and hence does not affect the macroscopic theory. Take n oc T, for example. The particle masses then vary only as T. With me OC T, and with the additional effect that the number density of particles now increases with T, the integral (4) becomes divergent as T-+OO, so that the future light cone is perfectly absorbing.
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Cosmologz'cal models-II Instead of a constant number of particles, each with mass increasing as 7 2, we contemplate the possibility of more particles having masses which increase less rapidly than 7 2 • In the following section this idea will be formulated in terms of variable coupling constants for the particles.
In order that the divergence of (4) shall meet the perfect absorber condition it is necessary that the free electron-proton density remain finite at 7-+ 00. It could be argued that all diffuse gas eventually becomes condensed into stars and other compact objects. We would then need to consider absorption by stars. Since the future light cone eventually intersects a star, the problem is similar in principle to that considered above. The details would be different but we believe the result would be the same. It should make no difference whether matter is spread out smoothly or occurs in clumps so long as there are no gaps as 7-+ 00 along the light cone.
VARIABLE COUPLINGS
We saw in the previous paper how the gravitational equations at a field point X are determined by particles at distances r from X less than 7X. The summations which appear in the following equations will be regarded as similarly restricted. We also work with the many-particled approximations expressed in (23), (24) of the previous paper. Subject to these approximations the equations determined by are where
(10) (II) In macroscopic problems, whether local or cosmological, equations (7) are dealt with by converting the particle summations in (9), (II) In the Einstein-de Sitter model, as interpreted in the previous paper, the density function n was taken constant, and with the integrals restricted spatially to F. Hoyle and J. V. Narlikar Vol. 155 distances ~.,.x the coupling factors EA, EB were taken as + 1. The length unit was chosen to make n = I and m(X) was then found to be !TX2, which corresponds in the Minkowski frame to constant mass in the Robertson-Walker frame.
We wish to examine the possibility that the density function n is variable. Evidently so long as the product En remains constant nothing is changed so far as the determination of m(X) is concerned, or with respect to the gravitational equations. The behaviour of an individual particle can be drastically changed, however. The classical motion of a particle in an electromagnetic field depends on an indi. vidual term in the summation (II), viz.
for particle a. The coupling factor EA in (14) is no longer accompanied by n(A), so that variability of EA with A affects the particle. Although cosmology is unchanged so long as the product En remains constant, astrophysical processes depending on the discrete particle structure are affected.
Individual processes are even affected by multiplying the coupling factor E by a constant, .\ say, although equations (7) are not changed. This is because every term in (7) is multiplied by ,\2 which therefore simply cancels so far as gravitation alone is concerned.
We have been concerned so far only with cosmology, but we now see that the cosmological situation alone does not serve to define the theory sufficiently closely from an atomic point of view. To proceed further we need to enquire into individual processes. Laboratory data for such processes, while providing a rich store of information, unfortunately refers entirely to a very small range of .,.. Laboratory data can hardly serve therefore to distinguish between € strictly constant and E varying slowly with T. Yet the issue is of critical importance to astrophysics, since astrophysics is often concerned with problems that involve a considerable range in .,.-problems of stellar evolution for example.
However, if laboratory data were to demand E = + r at present, or € of some simple form-4?T or I/4?T-this would be strongly suggestive that E should be taken constant for all T. On the other hand, if we find no such simple result, indeed if we find a distinctly peculiar result, this can at least be taken as providing a prima facie case for considering that perhaps € might vary with T. We examine this question in the following section.
LENGTH SCALES AND LENGTH RATIOS IN THE EINSTEIN-DE SITTER MODEL
In the preceding paper (I) equation (77) Since the Hubble constant H is defined by z :::: Hr,
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Cosmological models-II Empirically, H-l ~ 2.10 28 cm (the velocity of light being unity). The present epoch is therefore "" 4-. 10 
A being dimensionless. With L as the length unit the particle density is unity. The evaluation of ( I 2) gives
a result already obtained in (I) . From (13), together with (18), (19) the mass of a particle is "Am. Applied to the proton we have
A numerical value for 
+. LARGE DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS
The coupling factor .1. 2 must be exceedingly small, "" 5 . 10-38 , in order that the dynamical masses of individual particles shall be as small as they are observed to be in atomic processes. How is this small dimensionless number to be explained? In every way of writing cosmologies based on Einstein's theory this same question arises. It has remained unanswered within the scope of these cosmologies since it 7' so that the present epoch is T ~ 2. 10 28 em. It is easily seen that (39) is the centimetre. It will be noted that the dimensionalities of the various quantities are never the same as the powers in 7. This is because empirical numerical values for G, mp were used to obtain these relations. Dimensionalities are concealed in the numerical coefficients.
OBSERVATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Astrophysics is largely concerned with the behaviour of individual particles. To establish connections with known results it is convenient to apply the conformal transformation 
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The astrophysical consequences of the present model are drastically different from the Einstein-de Sitter model from which we started. This again is due to G* ex: 7-2 • Perhaps the most telling argument against the model in its present form lies in the past brilliance of the Sun. Taking opacity by electron scattering the luminosity of a star when particle masses are constant is proportional to the fourth power of the 'gravitational constant'. With G* ex: 7-2 this gives L 0 ex: 7-8 . It follows that the Sun was brighter in the past than it is now by a factor ""(1 -W-l)-S, where 1:1 is the age of the solar system. Taking f1jH ~ t this is a factor of '" 3.
While the past l1istory of the Earth may preclude an increase in the solar constant by a factor of this order it is worth noting that temperatures at the Earth's surface are not as sensitive to the solar constant as might at first sight be supposed. Because of the albedo of the cloud cover the Earth possesses a selfadjusting process whereby even large increases in the solar constant produce only comparatively small variations of temperature. Thus an increase of cloud cover from the present-day value of about 50 per cent to 90 per cent would be equivalent at the Earth's surface to a fivefold reduction of the solar constant.
It is also worth recalling the difficulty of reconciling measurements by Davis (6) of the neutrino flux from the Sun with theoretical expectations based on conventional astrophysics. Every effort has been made in the theoretical calculations to force down the expected flux. Yet the observed value is significantly lower than the calculated value. The discrepancy could imply that the past history of the Sun has been very different from the usual picture. The present model would require the Sun to start with considerably less helium than is usually assumed.
Because all stars would be much brighter in the past, distant galaxies would be brighter. This has the effect of causing the Hubble red shift magnitude relation for galaxies to turn upwards at large z, leading to a significantly positive value being inferred for the parameter usually denoted by qo. While this expectation of the present model is in qualitative agreement with observation, quantitative calculation suggests that the effects would be more drastic than observation seems to permit. On the other hand the high past brilliance of stars could resolve a difficulty that has never been overcome in the usual model. Stars in galaxies formed at early epochs would be subject to extremely rapid evolution. The initial main-sequence would soon be eaten away to considerably smaller masses than we normally take to be the case. As 7 increases towards the present-day epoch the luminosities of the remaining unevolved stars would fall to low values. Consequently such systems would appear at the present epoch as galaxies of very high mass-to-light ratios. Elliptical galaxies do indeed have very high mass-to-light ratios, a circumstance that causes severe difficulty in the usual theory.
The interplay which we have just described between difficulties and attractive features of the model suggests the point of view that while the model possesses a vein of truth the position has been oversimplified. The point of departure from the usual model lies in our interpretation of (27) as a relation valid at all T. This can be achieved, however, without requiring A, L to vary smoothly with 7. So long as (28) remains satisfied it would be adequate if A, L were to change in discontinuous jumps, so long as the jumps were not too large. Since the interparticle distance L decreases according to (38) as 7-1 / 3 , particle creation is implied. The condition (28) is a form of conservation equation. Decreasing A with 7 can be interpreted as a decrease of the individual particle masses, which is then made good through the
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Cosmological models-II 33 1 appearance of more particles. It is as if existing particles were to subdivide into more particles. If such an idea is to be related to observation it would be much preferable to suppose that new particles emerge from active centres rather than have new particles appearing homogeneously throughout space. And since ). is associated by (28) with the appearance of new particles this suggests that A may not change homogeneously. The possibility has to be considered that). may decrease more rapidly, possibly discontinuously, in active centres than it does in comparatively undisturbed circumstances.
In accordance with what has just been said we regard (29) as applying over a fair span of T and as a spatial average rather than as a relation which applies in detail in all localities. In a particular locality we might have (50) In such a locality we have the further proportionalities Individual particle masses can be transformed to constants through a conformal transformation which is locally of the form (2 
cc T 2 -Q. This gives (52)
For q < I local astrophysical problems are affected less drastically than they were in the uniform model. However (so), with the possibility that q may be different in different localities, raises a further drastic feature which must now be considered. Light passing between two localities with different values of q will show a red shift effect, in the sense that light from the region of higher q will appear red shifted to an observer in the region of lower q.
Anomalous red shift effects of this kind have hitherto been dismissed by most astronomers even though there is now a considerable body of evidence to show that such effects exist (7, 8, 9 , :ro, II, 12).
A striking feature of the data is that blue shifts are never observed. This requires q to be smaller in our own locality than it is in the anomalous regions, suggesting that the galaxy is in a general field of uniform q, whereas the anomalous regions are active centres, or have recently been active centres, of the kind mentioned above. Indeed the classical red shift-magnitude relation for galaxies implies the existence of such a uniform field. The two extreme possibilities for the field are.
(i) q = I, the model discussed above.
(ii) q = 0 over limited ranges of T, but with). decreasing in jumps from time to time, so that q averages to unity when taken over a large range of T.
There can of course be intermediate possibilities. It is attractive in relation to (ii) to suppose that active centres manage to anticipate the next downward transition of ).. This idea requires further investigation before it can be decided whether it can be incorporated into a quantitative theory.
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH
Of all the effects of a model with the parameter q in (50) non-zero the effect on the structure of the Earth is the most immediate to our environment. It should be possible to decide from geophysical data whether a model with q =l = ° is ruled out or whether indeed such a model is demanded by the data. Because in principle geophysics could be of decisive importance to cosmology we shall discuss the problem of the structure of the Earth at some length in this final section.
From the outset we choose a conformal frame in which the masses of individual particles are constant. In this frame G* oc r-2 !l, as in (52). We have to study the effect on the Earth of such a changing , gravitational constant' . For our present purpose we can treat the Earth in tenns of a 3-zone model, a fluid core of radius about 3500 Ian, a non-liquid mantle extending to about 6300 Ian and a thin crust of a few tens of kilometres. In this structure only the crust need be thought of as solid in the ordinary sense. The mantle as well as the core satisfies the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium
where r is the radial coordinate, P the pressure, p the density, and Mr is given by
It is sufficient to use the instantaneous value of G* in (53).
Eliminating Mr between (53), (54) gives the following second order differential equation In solving (55) account must be taken of the jump of density between core and mantle. The relevant boundary condition is that P, Mr be continuous.
If a series of homologous models with respect to G* are to exist, it is immediately clear from (55) that dPfdr must scale with respect to (56) according to some power of (x, Then (55) requires (58) Lyttleton (x3) has discussed Earth models analysed by Bullard (14) . By taking seismically known values of the bulk modulus k = dP fd In p he arrives at the conclusion that in the core and that in the mantle (60) NO·3,1972 Cosmological models Lyttleton emphasizes the remarkable point that to within the accuracy of the data the constant b is the same in the core and mantle. He finds a1 = 1'3417 X 10 12 dyne cm-2 , P1 = 6'107 g cm-S , 02 = 2'1505 X I0 12 dyne cm-2 , P2 = 4'057 g em-3 ,
(61) Since (59), (60) represent the seismic data with remarkable accuracy over a range of P of about a factor 10, it is reasonable to suppose they will continue to be satisfied for the smaller pressure variation produced by the changing value of G*'. According to (59), (60), dPldr behaves with respect to a homologous change like
and hence it happens, whether by chance or due to some physical adjustment which has taken place inside the Earth, that changing G* can be followed by a sequence of homologous models. For b = 3'5 we have
It will be recalled that we are working in the conformal frame in which particle masses are constant. In this frame G* ex:: T-2 g so that-neglecting the thin solid crust-the radius r8 of the Earth is proportional to Tg/3·25. We have 
for the present rate of increase of the Earth's radius and for the rate of increase of the surface area.
As Lyttleton points out (x3) the forms (59), (60) lead to polytropic solutions of (55). Because b is the same for core and mantle the Emden equation is the same. In fact the Emden equation of index 0'4 applies throughout the Earth, except for the thin crust. Now the Emden equation, being of second order, has a twofold infinity of solutions. The core and mantle follow different members of this family, the change from one member to the other arising because dP/d1' is discontinuous at the core-mantle interface. A homologous sequence of the kind considered above requires that the same two members of the Emden family shall apply at all values of G*. Now what determines the two members? Each needs two boundary conditions and two members together require four boundary conditions. They are P --? 0 as 7' --? 1 '8, 
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F. Hoyle and J. V. Narlikar Vol. ISS P continuous, Mr continuous at the core-mantle interface. Each of these conditions can be expressed in terms of the dimensionless variables used in the Emden equation. The length scales appropriate to the core and mantle are fixed by knowing the masses of the core and mantle, and by knowing G*. It is implicit in (67) that Mr is independent of time at the core-mantle interface. Over the intervals of interest here ( ,...., lOS years) and for an iron core this can be accepted as a good approximation.
We now ask: are all of (67) the same irrespective of the value of G*? An affirmative answer to this question was implicit in our use of the homologous sequence and hence affects the results (65), (66). Only p~o as r~r.s needs consideration, since the other three conditions are rigorously satisfied at all G*. It is here that the thin outer crust needs consideration. The presence of the crust requires the polytropic solution for the mantle to be terminated not at P = 0 but at some non-zero P. However, the maximum pressure that a crust of a few tens of kilometres can withstand from below is small compared to the interior pressures, so P ~ 0 is a good approximation to the outer boundary condition of the Earth. The answer to our question is therefore affirmative to an adequate degree of approximation.
Although nothing new comes out of the question of the previous paragraph so far as the actual situation for the Earth is concerned, it is instructive to consider a drastically different case. Suppose the outer crust had infinite strength. Then the Earth could not expand. As G* decreased, as the interior was released from gravitational compression, expansion would be resisted by the crust. A pressure would build up at the base of the crust, a pressure sufficient to force the interior solutions for the mantle and core on to the drastically different members of the Emden family demanded by a boundary condition very different from the first of (67). The new boundary condition would be that the volume of the Earth should stay fixed. As G* became appreciably reduced the pressure on the crust would become comparable with interior values. The actual crust is of course far too flimsy to withstand any such enormous force. What this argument shows for the actual crust, however, is that it must aU the time be at the limit of its strength.
The crust is under tension and it must be burst apart to provide for the increased surface area required by (66). Material must well up from below to fill the gaps between portions of the fragmented crust. Material fluid in the ordinary sensefluid at low pressure-will come up most readily into the gaps. Because it happens that the sub-crustal part of the mantle is subject to significant radioactive heating such magmatic material exists in considerable quantity. Fluid can transmit pressure from below to the immediate sub-surface of the Earth, so that horizontal pressure gradients can arise. The necessary condition for significant horizontal pressures to arise in this way is that the fluid material be a somewhat lower (uncompressed) density than that of the overlying rocks. For fluid rising from a depth '" 300 km as little as I per cent difference of density is sufficient to give rise to pressures of '" 10 9 dyne cm-2 near the surface, and this may be sufficient to move portions of the crust horizontally.
The present picture would seem to fit the data in a satisfactory qualitative way. It provides, we believe for the first time, an escape from Jeffreys' argument against continental drift. From discussions we have had with geophysicists the situation is that recent evidence, for example sea-floor spreading, has carried widespread conviction that drift is actually taking place. Hence it is argued that Jeffreys must be wrong' somewhere'. But where? Jeffreys, for his part, continues to point out that the assumptions he made concerning the viscosity of crustal material have if anything proved conservative. Hence the forces required to move the continents must be at least as great as they were calculated to be. But was it correct to argue that these calculated forces are impossibly large? The only way to reconcile the data with the calculations is to suppose that the actual forces are very much larger than was thought plausible originally. Accepting drift as being demanded by the data, and accepting reasonable viscosity values for the crustal material, it seems clear that the drift forces must be exceedingly large. How else could a crack between Mrica and S. America be opened up on so large a scale? The critical issue is whether, within the scope of conventional theory, there is a sensible way of explaining the magnitude of the required forces. If there is no sensible way-and the lack of a coherent explanation to date would suggest that this is so-then the theory discussed above receives powerful support.
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